The new uniform

designed for the environments we work in
A fresh start

We’ll be asking for all the old uniform to be returned so we can handle it in an environmentally-friendly way. Old kit is either sent to third world countries (if there are no security risks) or the fabric recycled.

The new uniform range provides people with the right tools for the job, guarantees safety and ensures a professional look that enhances our brand.

The feedback from the Have Your Say and uniform wearer surveys have helped develop the new uniform. The new design incorporates a new cut with modern textiles to ensure a better fit and increased comfort. Changes include adding a pen holder to the polo shirt, making the trouser pockets bigger and improving the fleece fabric.

People trialing the new uniform have given the new design the thumbs up and customers we spoke to in trial areas say that the uniform is smarter and more stylish. It makes our people more recognisable and approachable.

People who have worn the new uniform have said it’s...

- more comfortable and practical
- less bulky
- more relaxed
- modern

Protecting you from the elements, come rain, come shine, indoors or out
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The cagoule packs away small so you can keep it in your bag, handy for sudden showers.

When the weather’s always changing you never know what to wear. Sometimes we have all the seasons in one day! The new outdoor collection copes with whatever’s thrown at it.

Cagoule
100 per cent recognisable Lightweight and foldaway
When you’re out & about

From our great British summers, through to winter – we have it covered. You’ve told us you need something light and not bulky to pull on quickly when the weather changes, so the new red cagoule is just right for you. For added safety, wear a high-visibility waistcoat or Class 2 all-weather coat to ensure you’re seen – however gloomy it is outside.

Cagoule
This showerproof top is lightweight and folds away for extra convenience.

XS  >  S  >  M  >  L  >  XL  >  XXL  >  XXXL  >  XXXXL

Waterproof leggings
Made from a new, lighter fabric, our leggings also have improved cuff fastenings.

XS  >  S  >  M  >  L  >  XL  >  XXL  >  XXXL  >  XXXXL
Length: regular > long

From head to toe
Our co-ordinated summer cap and snug, knitted beanie will help protect you in all types of weather.

Beanie
A snug and comfortable fit makes our knitted hat a winter favourite.

One size fits all

Summer cap
Improved shape and adjustable sizing make the summer cap cool and comfortable.

XS  >  S  >  M  >  L  >  XL

More room
The combat trousers include bigger pockets so you have somewhere to keep all your essentials.
When you need to keep cool

When it’s a warm day, it’s all about **keeping cool**. The collection provides a combination of lightweight, practical and breathable fabrics that also look good.

- **Summer hat**
  - Safety first
  - For shading the face and neck

- **Long-sleeved formal shirt**
  - Protection
  - For covering up in the sun

**The summer hat and long sleeve shirt** are designed with your safety and comfort in mind.
When you need to keep cool

The new uniform collection has been carefully selected. We’ve listened to what you’ve said are the most practical and comfortable clothes in every type of work situation. We’ve created a contemporary range using the latest fabrics to help you keep cool in summer and warm in winter.

Long-sleeved formal shirt
Now with improved fabric and cut.
XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Cover up
We recommend the use of hats and long-sleeved shirts to cover up from the sun. So you’re always comfortable and look professional.

Summer hat
Our summer hat’s wide brim is perfect for shading the face and neck.
XS > S > M > L > XL

Polo shirt
We’ve listened to your feedback and added a convenient pen holder to our classic polo shirt.
XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Combat shorts
The combat style pocket and D-ring key-holder make these shorts versatile.
Ladies sizes: 6 > 8 > 10 > 12 > 14 > 16 > 18 > 20 > 22 > 24 > 26 > 28 > 30
Men’s sizes: 28” > 30” > 32” > 34” > 36” > 38” > 40” > 42” > 44” > 46” > 48”

Stay safe
If you have a cycle delivery, remember you must wear your cycle helmet and high-visibility vest at all times. Your safety always comes first.

Summer cap
Improved shape and adjustable sizing make the summer cap cool and comfortable.
XS > S > M > L > XL

Cycle helmet
As well as keeping you safe on your delivery route, our cycle helmet has been designed to match the new clothing range. Ask your line manager to order it for you.
S > M > L

Additional information:
- Polo shirt size chart: XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL
- Combat shorts size chart: Ladies sizes: 6 > 8 > 10 > 12 > 14 > 16 > 18 > 20 > 22 > 24 > 26 > 28 > 30
  Men’s sizes: 28” > 30” > 32” > 34” > 36” > 38” > 40” > 42” > 44” > 46” > 48”
- Polo shirt features:
  - Adjusted collar
  - Convenient pen holder
- Combat shorts features:
  - Combat style pocket
  - D-ring key-holder
Getting in and out of your van or when out on deliveries, you’re exposed to all the elements. Our collection will keep you warm and dry, wherever you are.

The Class 2 all-weather coat from the high-visibility range is now a shorter length and made with lighter weight, more flexible fabric – perfect for light showers or snowstorms.
When it’s time to wrap up

We’ve improved our collection to ensure your comfort wherever you are, whatever the weather. Our new waterproof fabrics are lighter weight, but still give you the protection you need. You’ve told us a shorter coat would be more wearable, so that’s what we have – and our waterproof leggings are a much better fit – a perfect combination in extreme weather.

Class 2 all-weather coat
Now featuring lighter weight, more flexible fabric and a shorter cut.

XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Fleece jacket
Our comfortable fleece now comes with improved fabric and a new colour.

XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Waterproof leggings
Made from a new, lighter fabric, our leggings also have improved cuff fastenings.

XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL
Length: regular > long

Top quality
We source our uniform from around the world, working to specifications developed with companies such as W L Gore (makers of GORE-TEX®).

Combat trousers
Combat-style patch pocket, D-ring key-holder. A better cut means a better fit.

Ladies sizes: 6 > 8 > 10 > 12 > 14 > 16 > 18 > 20 > 22 > 24 > 26 > 28 > 30
Inside leg: 27” > 29” > 31”

Men’s sizes: 28” > 30” > 32” > 34” > 36” > 38” > 40” > 42” > 44” > 46” > 48”
Inside leg: 29” > 31” > 33”

Beanie
A snug fit makes our knitted hat a winter favourite.
One size fits all

Fingerless gloves
Coordinates with the beanie.
One size fits all
When the work is indoors

Let’s face it, **working indoors can be demanding.** That’s why we’ve made sure our new collection is both **practical and comfortable**, whatever you are doing.

**Never have a pen handy?**
Due to popular demand, a pen-holder has now been added to the sleeve of the polo shirt.
When the work is indoors

Working indoors you need a versatile range of items to ensure you keep cool and safe. Our new combat trousers, shorts and skirt, in neat charcoal grey, are a practical, modern fit. And with a choice of red polo shirt, or light blue long or short-sleeved shirt, with improved fabric and cut – we’re confident you’ll be comfortable throughout your shift.

Clothes you can count on

We issue over 400,000 shirts and blouses, 30,000 all-weather coats and 160,000 pairs of footwear every year.

Short-sleeved formal shirt
Now with improved fabric and cut.

XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Polo shirt
We’ve listened to your feedback and added a convenient pen holder to our classic polo shirt.

XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Dustjacket
This charcoal grey dustjacket looks smart and keeps the rest of your uniform clean.

36/38 > 40/42 > 44/46 > 48/50

Short-sleeved formal shirt
Now with improved fabric and cut.

XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Combat skirt
The combat style pocket and D-ring key-holder make this skirt really versatile.

6 > 8 > 10 > 12 > 14 > 16 > 18

20 > 22 > 24 > 26 > 28 > 30

Length: 24” > 26”

Class 2 high-visibility waistcoat
To be worn in risk-assessed areas.

XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Be seen

In risk-assessed areas, you should also wear the current Class 2 high-visibility waistcoat.
Your safety always comes first, which is why we’ve created a collection that gets you noticed. Our high-visibility clothing is designed to be practical, comfortable and keep you safe.

The Class 3 all-weather coat is great when you’re on the move. It’s as bright as ever but now has a more practical cut and comes in a more flexible and lightweight fabric.
When you need to be seen

Our professional drivers and people working in the operational yards need to be visible at all times. Our high-visibility range provides the items you need to meet Royal Mail and statutory safety requirements. Wear with the fleece jacket for extra warmth.

Fleece jacket
Our comfortable fleece now comes with improved fabric and a new colour.
XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Belt
This charcoal grey belt matches our trousers.
One size, adjustable.

Class 3 all-weather coat
Lighter weight, more flexible fabric, shorter length.
XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Class 3 high-visibility jacket
For when you don’t need to wear the coat.
XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL

Bib and brace
Charcoal colour co-ordinates with the new range.
XS > S > M > L > XL > XXL > XXXL > XXXXL
Length: regular > long

100 per cent recognisable
Our uniform is one of the most widely recognised in the UK. We’ve been careful to ensure that the new range is co-ordinated and looks professional – especially important for people like our drivers, who meet our customers every day.
How to order

Ordering your new uniform is simple.

Your manager will give you a form which lists the garments that will be included in the initial replacement issue. These are mostly the items featured in this brochure.

The table (right) shows what uniform you can have, depending on the type of job you do. Other items, such as footwear, gloves, etc. are still ordered via the helpline or by your manager as you do now.

Order the garments you want by completing and returning the form to your manager, who will send it to Dimensions Corporate wear. They will make up a pack tailored to your needs, which they’ll send to you at your office.

Once you’ve received your pack, make sure you have everything you ordered, and try on one of each item to make sure it fits. If anything needs to be replaced, order via the helpline as usual, and return anything that you don’t need or that doesn’t fit to Dimensions - your manager will have packs for returns.

Your manager will tell you when you should start to wear your new uniform. After that, you need to return all your old uniform to your manager. The new range mustn’t be mixed and matched with previous versions – it looks untidy and unprofessional. Old uniform items are then sent to our disposal contractors, who deal with it in an environmentally-friendly manner: unbranded items are re-used in the third world, and others are recycled. This process helps maintain our security standards, as it stops old uniform falling into the hands of non-Royal Mail people.

Note if requiring a cycle helmet, please order as part of your uniform pack.